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Abstract-This article deals with the generalization of Ekeland’s first-order necessary conditions 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with scalar product (. , a), and f : H * R’ is weakly lower semi- 
continuous and differentiable with respect to F’rechet functional. Let us denote the f functional 
gradient at u E H point by V f(u). 
Let 210 be the minimum of functional f. Then, as it is well known, 
Vf(vo) = 0. (1) 
But if functional f does not reach minimum on H and 
inf f(u) > -co, 
UEH 
then according to the well-known Ekeland’s theorem [l], there is such minimizing sequence ZL~ E H 
with 
Jfim I/V f(4ll = 0. (3) 
Equation (3) is the generalization of equation (l), which is the necessary condition of the first 
order’s minimum. 
If functional f is twice differentiable on H and ‘1~0 is it’s minimum point, then the spectrum of 
Hessian V2f(ue) : H + H is situated on nonnegative part of real axis, which is the same as 
(V2f(uo)h,h) 2 0, V h E H. (4 
Inequality (4) is the well-known second-order necessary conditions for minimization problem. 
In this paper, we will try to add the Ekeland’s variational principle by conditions which are, 
in certain meaning, second-order necessary conditions for the minimization problem. There are 
performed some applications to multidimensional variational task in this work. 
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2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let H be the reflexive Banach space, M 2 H is weakly closed subset, and f : H + R1 is 
weakly sequentially continuous function. Assume also, that 
inf f(u) > -oo. 
UEM 
THEOREMS. Letc>O,X>O,ugEM,and 
03) 
Then exists such point v E M (depending on e, X, ~0) that function g(u) = f(u) +e/Xllu-~e)1~ 
at point v reaches minimum on u E M, and also 
IIUO - VII I Jm s?(V) < c + $$ f(u). (7) 
PROOF. Let us consider function g. It is weakly sequentially continuous because it is the sum of 
the norm in Banach space and weakly sequentially continuous function. 
As it is known, the unit ball in reflexive Banach space H is weakly sequentially compact. Then 
the set 
will be the same. 
B = {u E M : lIzlo - uII 5 &} 
It is followed from above mentioned (according to the Weierstrass Theorem), that function g 
reaches minimum on set B at some point v. Let us show that it is our required point. Really, let 
u E M. If 
Iho - 41 > 6, 
then 
g(u) = f(u) + ; II’U, - %112 > ;$ f(u) + 255 > f(zlo) + e 
= g(u0) 2 $; g(u) = g(v). 
Here, the next to last inequality runs out of (6), and the last inequality from us E B. And if 
u E B, then g(u) 1 g(v) according to v’s definition. Thus, it is proved that 
Then, g(v) I duo) = f(uo), f rom which, according to (6), expression (7) runs out. The 
theorem is proved. 
The main difference of the statement of Theorem 1 from the well-known Ekeland’s variational 
principle consists in the fact that, if the square of norm in H space is the smooth function (for 
example, H is the Hilbert space and the f is a smooth function), then perturbed function g turns 
out as a smooth function. These considerations lead us to following statement. 
THEOREM 2. Let H be a Hilbert space and f : H + R is weakly sequentially lower semicontin- 
uous, twice differentiable by fiechkt function which complies with (2). 
Then, for any sequence of positive numbers 6, which converges to zero, there exists such 
sequence un E H, that for every n is realized 
(a) f(4 I infu6v f(u) -I- 6,; 
(b) lVf(r4l 5 24%~; 
(c) (V2f(Qhh) 2 -%11~112, Vh E H. 
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PROOF. Let 
a = hL f(u). 
Let us take 6, > 0 arbitrarily. There is 
21, E H : f(Q) < a + a, 
for it. Apply the statement of Theorem 1 to function f and point uo = v,., with M = H, E = S,, 
X = 1. According to Theorem 1, there exists such un, that the function 
reaches maximum at the point u = u,. In addition, it realizes 
ll%l - %I1 L d% g(un) < f + cr. 
Applying the first- and second-order necessary conditions to function g at the point u,,, we 
have 
Vg(wd = 0, (V2g(u,)h,h) 2 0, Vh E H. (8) 
With substitution of explicit form of function g, we have statements (a)-(c). 
The theorem is proved. 
In conclusion for this paragraph, let us consider the statement of Theorem 1. It turned out 
that the assumption about H reflexivity is essential in this statement. It is demonstrated by the 
following. 
EXAMPLE. Let H = M = C[O, l] be the Banach space of functions, which are continuous on 
[O, 11. Let us definite functional on H as 
It is, evidently, weakly continuous and nonnegative. Nevertheless, functional 
iI(u) = f(u) + 41~ - ~ol12 
does not reach minimum (and therefore, the statement of Theorem 1 does not realize for men- 
tioned f, H) for any E 2 0 and uo E H. Let us prove that. 
We will calculate g function’s infimum. We have 
g(u) = f (u - uo + uo) + + - %[I2 
= Kf (u - uo) + + - uo~~2, 
Ic = &/a uo(t) dt x e- Jt,,:, uo(t)dt -,+ 
iffg(u) = i;f (fcf(v) f 61(v]12) =S 
iffdu) = 7;; CP(Y). 
Here, 
cp(Y) = f-Y2 + q& f(v)* 
It is easy to calculate that infv:l~vl~=r f(u) = e-7; moreover, the last infimum in continuous 
functions’ class is not reached for any value of 7 > 0. It is reached only in space L,[O, l] on 
explosive function 
7, tE 0,; , %(t) = [ 1 
1 ( I 
(9) 
YI tE 2'1. 
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Thus, 
(p(7) = q2 + KeMy 3 it;tf g(u) = ~~(70)~ 
where 70 is the solution of equation 
(p(yo) = 0 * 2~70 = lcesy. 
In this case, g function’s infimum is not reached on space [0, 11, but it is reached only in L,[O, l] 
on function u = us + ur,. 
Thus, generally speaking, the statement of Theorem 1 is incorrect for arbitrary Banach spaces. 
Nevertheless, the following version of Ekeland’s smooth variational principle for these spaces is 
obtained in (21. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be the weakly lower continuous function and satisfy (5),(6) for 111 = H and 
some ‘1~g E H, e > 0. Then, for any X > 0, p > 1 exists such sequence of nonnegative numbers ,u,, 
and sequence of vectors v, C H, that 
function 
reaches minimum at point v and 
f(v) < e + i;f f(u). 
3. MULTIDIMENSIONAL VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 
Application of Theorem 2, which was proved in a previous paragraph, to functional calculus of 
variations is faced with difficulties, which are concerned with the following circumstance. 
Integral functional 
00) 
$2 
u(z) = 0, Vx:EQ, 52eRN (11) 
is not differentiable more than one time on it’s natural range of definition W;(Q) space (if f has 
two sequential F’rechet derivatives, then f is quadratic on derivatives). That is why, generally 
speaking, it is not clear how to write out the second order’s necessary conditions in functional’s 
investigation on extremum. 
One of the ways to pass around this di5culty consists in the narrowing of f functional’s 
definition range. Let us describe it. 
Let R c RN be a bounded range with smooth boundaries. We will consider Sobolev space 
W2m(sZ) of functions U(Z) (z E 0, which have up to the m-order’s generalized derivatives (these 
derivatives are summarized with square) and equal to 0, trace on dR boundary of R domain with 
up to the m - l-order’s derivatives. WT(52) space is the Hilbert space. The scalar product in 
this space will definitely be equation 
(u, “)w,-(n) = DauDQv dx. 
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Here, 
CQ are integer nonnegative numbers; 
Icril = a1 + .--+crN. 
Let m > 1 + N/2. Then WT(52) space is continuously embedded in C’(a) space, and weak 
convergence in Wp space leads to strong convergence in C’(n). That is why smooth and weak 
sequential continuity of f functional is defined by its F(z,u,p) Lagrangian’s smoothing. Let 
us assume that F(z, u,p) Lagrangian is thrice continuously differentiable, with respect to total- 
ity of arguments. Then functional f is weakly sequentially continuous and twice continuously 
differentiable by F’rechBt on Wzm(Q). In this case, 
V2f(+ = (-l)“A-m 
- a2Fh+c a2F ah . 
&dPi j=l aPiaPj aXj 
Here A-” : W;“(n) + W$“(fl) is th e inverse operator to m-degree of Laplace operator 
A- : WF(i-2) + Wzm(SZ). 
The following runs out of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Let 
UE$&p4 > --oo- (12) 
There exists sequence of functions U,(X) E W?(0), which complies with the following formula: 
lim 
n-en I 
F (2, u,(x), Vu&)) da: = ,,g&) f (4 
n 
m (x, ‘1Ln> v ‘217&J 
ath 
X 
aF (2, %a, v UT&) N d aF(x,Un,Vu,) 
au - c i=l z aPi 
dx = 0, 
lim 
n-+00 
a2F(wn,b3,) 2 N d2F (X,&, Vu,) ah 
au2 
h +2x 
i=l atah 
a2F (x,U,',,vUn) 
apiapj 
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